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Commodity prices and Russian equities are typically closely correlated. Andrei Makhonin

As the oil price touched three-month highs last week, Moscow’s stock markets were
noticeable in their lukewarm response, highlighting an unprecedented breakdown in the
symbiotic relationship between commodity prices and Russian equities.

The price of the main Russian oil blend, Urals crude, has risen 27.5 percent over the last two
months, while the MICEX index has climbed less than 6 percent. The dollar-denominated RTS
is up 6.3 percent over the same period.

The decoupling of the oil price and equity markets, which have moved in tandem for two
decades, has been particularly marked since oil prices began to increase steadily in June after
reaching their lowest levels since 2010.

Violence in Syria and tension between the U.S. and Iran go some way to explaining this recent
divergence — investors perceive the oil price rises as temporary rather than demand-driven
— but experts also point to a “discount” in the Russian market that appeared after Vladimir
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Putin announced his return to the presidency, squashing hopes for reform.

“The price of Brent [crude] jumped $2.40 a barrel through yesterday’s session,” Chris Weafer,
chief strategist at Troika Dialog, wrote in a note on Aug. 16. “Of course, this did nothing to
help Russian equities or the ruble, as the main driver of those assets for some time has been
the trend in global emerging markets and investors’ assessment of risk.”

With the price of Urals crude currently at $115.66 a barrel, the MICEX index closed Friday at
1,444.27. With Urals at the same price on April 4 last year, the MICEX was at 1,852.02. On May
6 in 2008, with Urals also at $115 a barrel, it stood at 1,694.44.

Turning conventional wisdom on its head, Weafer even suggested that higher oil prices will
hurt Russian markets. “As oil climbs, concerns that it will hurt global growth will increase and
that fear will pull all risk assets lower,” he said.

But others were skeptical that there was any unraveling of long-established trends.

“Investors are concerned about the stability of high oil prices,” said Kingsmill Bond, chief
strategist at Citibank in Moscow. “Maybe there’s a small breakdown [in the correlation
between oil and equities], but it’s not very big.”

More significant, he added, was the discount in the Russian market that appeared last fall
after it became clear that Putin was seeking a return to the presidency, dashing investors’
hopes for deep political and economic reform.

The strong link between oil prices and equities and the ruble is not going anywhere, said
Alexander Morozov, chief economist at HSBC in Russia.

He put recent developments down to natural friskiness in the market. “The current rally is
expectation-driven,” he said. “Markets are driven by short-term expectations.”
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